The Desert Snowman
At Christmas time, inflatable snowmen of all sizes were displayed
outside the homes of folk who dwelt in desert climes. Some, so
eerily tall, wobbled and swayed as the whirring sound of their
fan’s kept them inflated. Scattered across the region, the giraffelike palms acted as backing singers, happily gyrating in the breeze
to the snowmen’s festive dance.
It was rather silly really, having such men supposedly made of
snow, litter the parks, yards, and walkways. Many desert dwellers
would say, at this time of the year, ‘Let it snow!’, when it was a
well-known fact that the desert floor hadn’t seen a flake in over a
hundred years.
Despite all this joviality, there existed a very special snowman,
that really was made of snow, although nobody knew. He was a gift from The Great Pine, who resided up in
the mountains surrounding the valley. A noble tree, who, some mountain folk believed, to be hundreds of
years old.
Every holiday, the desert snowman would come down from the snowy mountain peaks and, in the depths of
the night, make his way toward the festivities of central park. A desert-like green in the centre of the valley,
smothered with indigenous plants and a manmade lake. He would appear and disappear, returning to The
Great Pine, and no-one thought anymore.
On the last day of Christmas and always during the night, he would make his way back to The Great Pine to
report about life on the desert floor. The true pine wanted to know how the humans were living and treating
each other, as well as the earth.
Over the centuries, much had changed, including the seasons. Where once snow predictably fell, in recent
years there had been many a Christmas with none or hardly any snow at all.
Nestled by the huge tree’s trunk, after Christmas had long gone and throughout the winter, the snowman, as
always, would tell The Great Pine all he had seen. He shared with him his sorrow in the Christmas spirit
being once again low, and the festive cheer poor, for he remembered when it roared.
Listening, the branches of the great tree drooped, some of its pines even dropped. The snowman sadly
explained how in the park, humans passed by one another, not saying a word. Many instead, spoke to tiny
bricks that they held tightly to their ear, or stared down at, poking with great speed.
It seemed, the only humans that would linger and look around in awe, at the beauty of the lights adorning
palm trees in the park, were the little ones.
The humans who rang bells and collected coins in each corner of the park, often sat with empty buckets. He
wondered if they were giving the coins to the big stores, which over the years, had grotesquely grown in
size, hovering over the park. He had seen the humans go in with these coins and little cards, coming out
with very big boxes and bags. He had even heard it said that such boxes and bags had no use throughout the
rest of the year.
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There seemed to be some humans who enjoyed the park both day and night. They seemed either very jolly
or often slept on the park benches. He couldn’t understand why they didn’t go home to sleep to the beautiful
houses that surrounded the park.
This year he said, there seemed to be lots of garbage on the park floor, mainly drinking cups that the humans
carried around with them, before casually discarding. Only the humans that slept in the park seemed to pick
up the left-over trash, which he thought was very kind indeed.
The roads that surrounded the park were busier and faster than ever with motor vehicles and he said many of
them still let out an awful smell, although there were a few more quiet ones that didn’t smell at all.
The Great Pine took it all in, knowing that he couldn’t change the human’s behaviour, and like the
snowman, could only observe. One thing The Great Pine did decide upon, was that more special snowmen
would be needed in the holidays to watch over the humans.
And the moral of this story is, ‘keep watch.’
The snowman that decorates your very own yard might be watching you, in the hope you are living your
best human life.
THE END
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